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CAIRO, EGYPT

Ali Farag and Nour El Tayeb pay little attention to the
gawking commuters as they run through their morning
practice routine in Vanderbilt Hall, a long bustling thruway connecting 42nd street to the main concourse of
Manhattan’s Grand Central Station. By now, the drills
are quite familiar to the Egyptian couple, a rare constant
in a dizzying work schedule that takes them on the road
for upwards of 200 days of the year. This hitting session
will introduce them to the particular characteristics of a
glass-walled jewel box squash court that, if all goes well,
they’ll be playing on one week later during the men’s and
women’s finals of the Professional Squash Association’s
Tournament of Champions.
Farag, a tall, skinny 26-year-old whose long arms and
legs lack the typical squash player’s bulk around the
wrist and thighs, has a serious, furrowed look on his face
as he and Tayeb fall into a rhythm of forehands, backhands, and volleys. Growing used to the court, where
practice time is carefully rationed out to players, they
start to hit the ball faster, the thwack of the rubber off
the front glass wall echoing above them. Though Farag
moves fluidly about the court, his face remains tense, as
if he’s trying to solve some complex puzzle. The 25-yearold Tayeb is in deep focus, utilizing the precious time
to sharpen her strokes for her upcoming match. But she
is also quick to joke with her husband as her shots from
the back corner keep sneaking past him for winners.
Improbably, Farag and Tayeb are not the only couple on
the PSA circuit. But with both ranked in the top five
of the world on their respective sides of the tour, they
are the sport’s power couple. The squash world caught
a glimpse of a potential Tayeb-Farag dynasty when they
each won a US Open Championship in Philadelphia
in the winter of 2017. When the two of them hoisted
massive trophies as they shared a kiss for the cameras,
it could have been the closing scene of an offbeat romantic comedy. But for the two young Egyptians, it was
just part of their routine as they take over the sport’s
world tour.

The current Egyptian boom can be traced back to a
single highly-publicized match in 1999. That September, then-22-year-old Egyptian phenom Ahmed Barada
took on Peter Nicol in the finals of the World Open on
a glass court set in front of the Egyptian pyramids. The
unique setting was the brainchild of Hosni Mubarak,
himself a squash enthusiast, and a heavy promotional
push from the Egyptian government turned the match
into a major event.
“It was the lynchpin moment,” says squash historian
James Zug. “You ask any Egyptian player today and
they’ll all say it started when Barada was on television, in
the newspapers, on the radio. Mubarak was there. That
was when Egyptians said, ‘Oh my God, we’re world-class
in so few sports and here’s an Egyptian who’s one of the
best in the world.’ All of a sudden, parents are telling
their kids, ‘Why are you swimming? Why are you playing soccer? You should be doing this!’”
Drinking tea and juice with Farag at a café on their rest
day, Tayeb recalls watching the match at home as a young
child when Barada “ignited the country.” Tayeb has the
same easy presence that she had during the practice session. Farag, while gracious and open, is slightly nervous
and fidgety, which makes his relaxed, fluid style of play
all the more surprising. They watch countryman Fares
Dessouky dismantling a player from France on a television streaming the tournament, nodding in approval as
he reels off a winner.
“Until this day, if you say, ‘I’m playing squash,’ top of mind
is Ahmed Barada. It’s why we all started,” Farag says.

i

Barada’s nationwide celebrity prompted a sudden uptick in youth participation—Tayeb and Farag included,
who both started playing around age six. The two met
around this time at a local sports club in Cairo. Unlike
the posh, often stuffy private clubs in the States, the
Egyptian clubs in Cairo and Alexandria are like supersized YMCAs—massive complexes with upwards of
40,000 members. They are also the pipeline for much
of the country’s squash talent.

Though Egypt has occasionally fielded successful professional players as far back as the 1950s, Farag and Tayeb
are leading the country’s new era of unprecedented dominance in squash. This trend is especially pronounced on
the men’s tour, where Egyptians currently hold six of the
top ten spots in the world rankings and one in every six
of the top 500 positions, and have won nine Tournament
of Champions titles in the last 13 years.

As teammates in the club’s junior league, Tayeb and Farag became close friends. They idolized the generation of
Egyptian pro players who had all been emboldened by
Barada’s success. On the men’s tour, this cohort included
Karim Darwish, Ramy Ashour, and Ama Shabana, all
of whom would eventually be ranked number one in the
world. “I had Shabana pictures
86 all over my computer. I
used to look so hard to download his matches,” Tayeb
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Ali Farag and Nour El
Tayeb practice before
their upcoming matches
at the Tournament
of Champions. After
squash, Farag plans to
help his brother run a
dairy farm of 800 cows
outside of Cairo. Tayeb
will stay in the sport,
which by the time she
retires she hopes will be
in the Olympics.

says. Her knack for turning defensive shots into attacks
from the back of the court echoes Shabana’s deceptively
aggressive play.
The new Egyptian stars didn’t isolate themselves from
the public. Rather, they continued to practice and mentor the next generation of juniors. Farag was soon looped
into a regular round robin with the pro players he idolized, where on any given night he and other rising juniors
would face off for games against the likes of Ashor and
Shabana. “Every day, four days a week, it was incredible,” he says.
Tayeb also had the timely influence of a professional
player to help hone her game. “The most important
thing the Heliopolis Club gave me, other than Ali, is Rachel Gringham. I grew up watching Rachel very closely,”
Tayeb says, recalling the high-ranking Englishwoman
who’d come to train in Cairo and played regularly with
Tayeb when she was a junior. “She was everything in one
person for me.”
Tayeb and Farag began dating when they were teenagers
and both made a name for themselves winning major
championships on the competitive international junior
circuit. By the time Farag and Tayeb were approaching
college, squash was a legitimate professional pursuit in
Egypt. An entire generation of Egyptian stars had been
successful on the world stage. In addition to their racquet and equipment sponsorships, they had begun to
acquire financial support from the Egyptian federation
and local sports clubs. None of them were getting rich
playing squash, but they were respected and financially
secure.
“Growing up, I didn’t see squash as a real career,” Tayeb
says. Both of Tayeb’s parents are doctors, as is Farag’s
father. For their families, higher education was a top
priority in the home. “But when they saw squash rising
in the country they became accepting and encouraging for me to pursue it professionally,” she says. In 2011,
Tayeb enrolled in the American University in Cairo, but
devoted much of her energy to playing on the pro tour.
Farag also enrolled at the American University, but
while he continued to play in tournaments, he had no
intention of going pro. His post-college plan was to join
his brother running a dairy farm outside of Cairo that
his family owns. However, Farag’s obvious natural abilities had caught the attention of the coaching staff at
Harvard, who began aggressively courting him to come
join their varsity team. Then, a week after Farag and
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Nour El Tayeb is one
of the most electric
players on the women’s
pro tour, in no small
part because of her
willingness to dive on
wood floors to keep a
point going. Sometimes
the multiple leaps in a
match take their toll.
One particularly hard
fall tore a ligament in
her shoulder, keeping
her off the pro tour for
six months while she
recovered from surgery.
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his father returned from a campus visit, Egypt was embroiled in revolution.

“I want to leave a
legacy like Jordan for
basketball,” Farag
says of his longterm
ambition. Fans
sometimes call Farag
Mr. Fantastic or The
Rubberband Man
for his long, springy
limbs and fluid style
of play.

“My father said, ‘It doesn’t look very good at home, go
secure yourself a good degree and come back and then do
whatever you want,’” Farag recalls. Farag resisted leaving
his family, and the prospect of being so far from Tayeb
was daunting. “It was very difficult for him in the beginning,” Tayeb says. Near-daily Skype calls made the longdistance relationship easier. Farag also fell into a routine
with the team, as the players moved from practice, to the
library, to the dining hall. “The team was very close, and
that made being lonely easier for sure,” Farag says.
A steady string of big wins further assuaged Farag’s initial
misgivings, as did his family’s regular visits to come see
his new life in the States. By the end of his three years at
Harvard, Farag had won two individual national championships and lost only two matches. With the encouragement of his parents and Tayeb, he began playing professionally in 2014 and swiftly climbed up the rankings. A
year out of Harvard, he was ranked 22nd in the world.
Two years later, he was third.
iii
Over the next five years, Farag and Tayeb were in constant motion, cruising the circuit between the US and
Hong Kong, Cairo, Zurich, Dohar, Shanghai, Riyadh,
and the Canary Wharf in London. In some ways, being
on tour was more relaxing than being back in Cairo. “At
home, we train two or three times a day. It’s lots of driving to practice and the gym, lots of physical work, and
we only take off one day a week,” Tayeb says. During
tournaments “we want to just chill and get away from
the busy life at home,” Farag says. They fill the downtime
between matches by watching movies in the hotel bed,
or catching highlights of Rodger Federer, whose legacy
and professionalism has served as a model for their careers. The constant presence of other Egyptians helps
“bring home life on tour,” Farag adds. “There are so many
Egyptians on the road with us and everyone’s speaking
Arabic and telling Egyptian jokes, it’s much less lonely
with them here.”
All along, Farag says with a determined confidence, their
pursuit has remained the same. “It’s a shared belief that
this is what my goal is, and this is what Nour is here for as
well, the world number one spot.” Though Andre Agassi
and Steffi Graf both held the number one position on the
pro tennis tour before getting together in 2001, no couple
has ever simultaneously been ranked world number one in
any sport of note. But that doesn’t diminish Farag’s resolve.
As he puts it, “That would be the ultimate goal.”
During match days, the two are rarely out of each other’s
sight. If one isn’t playing, they serve as the other’s coach.
As one steps off the court, the other is there in the player’s
box to open up bottles of water, hand over fresh towels,
and offer a few choice words of advice. During intense
on-court moments Farag pumps his fist and nods his head
at Tayeb, who is in the stands. After her winners, Tayeb
finds Farag with a glance. It’s as if they approach their
individual matches like a shared experience.
iv
Currently ranked second in the world, Farag is one of the
favorites to win the Tournament of Champions. Tayeb,
who is holding down third in the women’s ranking, has
an outsider’s shot at the women’s title. Both look sharp
in their early matches. The current wave of Egyptians
eschews the traditional, cautious English style, which
can look mannered, stiff, and fussy. They don’t even really adhere to a strict style of play. Instead, they improvise
flowing patterns of movement and a wide palate of shots.
And above all else, they’re aggressive. Both Farag and
Tayeb attack their opponents in unexpected and entirely
novel ways. Farag’s long gait is a lethal asset. He controls
the speed of the game until he can pounce on short balls
with his arsenal of lunging volleys. Tayeb regularly dives
across the wood floor to keep a point going, bouncing up
to stalk the ball all around the court like prey before suddenly striking a winner from an unusual angle.
Farag coasts to the semi-finals, dispatching two Englishman and a New Zealander in brisk fashion without dropping a single game. Farag’s wins bring him a boost in tour
points and the tournament begins to buzz over the implications: If Farag wins the finals, he will have accumulated enough points to take over the world’s top position.
Tayeb, for her part, has put together a run of such confident
squash that it seems possible that she and Farag have a shot
at pulling off another dual major championship.
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Tayeb’s semi-final match is her first against another
Egyptian, Nour El Sherbini, a wunderkind who turned

pro at 13 and has already spent a few years as the number one ranked woman in the world. Tayeb and Sherbini
trade dazzling winners for four grueling games. But for all
of Tayeb’s earlier confidence, she is at a loss when Sherbini
pulls away and wins by seven points in the fourth game.
Farag, who is standing up in the bleachers, is more visibly
upset than Tayeb at the loss. His own semi-final win later
that evening, another brisk three-game victory, is a balm
for them both; by the following night’s finals, Tayeb is in
a buoyant mood, wearing a little bit of eye makeup and
earrings just in case she ends up joining Farag for photos
with the trophy.
The sold out crowd of 500 surrounds the court on
three sides in stadium seating. Tayeb joins Farag in the
cramped and darkened backstage players’ area under the
bleachers. The shuffling feet overhead are a reminder of
the constant threat of spilled concessions—a beer fell
on Farag earlier in the week—as other players in hoodies
and sweatpants mingle around the food table, nibbling
on salad while they scroll through their Instagram feeds.
Farag is pacing back and forth between the black-shirted
drink servers, who are careful with trays on their way out
to the corporate sponsor boxes.
Farag’s opponent in the finals is the longtime world number one, 28-year-old Mohammad El Shorbagy. Farag has
been chasing El Shorbagy in the rankings for years and
would have finally overtaken him if he’d won against another Egyptian in the finals of the Black Ball tournament
in December. Though Farag has managed to win one of
their last four matches, the missed opportunity of taking
the world’s number one spot weighs heavily on his mind.
v
The lights dim and the emcee gets on the microphone
to introduce the players. Tayeb stands in the players’ box
with Farag. “Ali, now you’ve been through this once before, just try to relax and enjoy it,” Tayeb assures him
before he goes out onto the court.
Tayeb sits in the coach’s box six rows behind the glass
back wall, her knee shaking nervously. “Ali has to not
give away anything free, but also not play passive,” she
says, acknowledging that if presented with the slightest
opportunity, Shorbagy can suddenly take over a game
with power that leaves bewildered opponents looking as
though they’re trying to catch the bricks off a falling wall.
After a few light rallies, Farag can sense that they’re both
tense, feeling each other out. Squash matches are best of
five, with each game to 11. Shorbagy makes the first push
and jumps out to a 5-3 lead, setting up on the “T-position”
in the middle of the court. This allows him to move the
ball and his opponent into the compromising back corners. After some longer points, Farag looks relaxed for
the first time, but Shorbagy continues to find a way to
control the T. When Farag scrambles to pop the ball up
off the front wall, it brings Shorbagy off the T with his
racquet cocked like a machete over his head. He snaps
the ball out of the air and with a flick of his wrist, drives
it into the front left corner, where it ricochets down into
the seam of the sidewall and floorboard. Hitting that thin
line with the requisite speed and angle is called hitting
the nick—an elusive shot for most any squash player but
a run of the mill attacking play for the Egyptians, who
seem to have a preternatural ability to convert any moment into a nick opportunity. A half-second after Shorbagy smacks the volley, the ball is already flat and rolling
out of the seam.
At 6-4, Shorbagy and Farag are hitting precision backhand drives up the left wall, alternating control of the
T. Farag bounces rapidly around the court, employing a
fluid stutter step that at first glance could be mistaken
for casual walking. These dance-like motions, which are
essential to Farag’s success, are exactly the kind of thing
that would never be taught to or attempted by a Western player. Bounding back to the corner with a hop-step,
Farag sets his feet and closes his hips away from Shorbagy, hinting at a hard cross-court that disguises his shot.
Farag instead chooses to slice down under the ball with
a deceptive snap of his wrist, shooting it low into the
front left corner—a clean winner that earns the applause
of the crowd.
The winner does little to faze Shorbagy, who has a long,
world-weary face and a stoic demeanor. With the game
tied at 10-10, Farag takes charge with a pair of aggressive boasts, zipping the ball off the side wall for a sharp
angle cutting away from Shorbagy off the front. On the
second boast, Shorbagy scrambles to cover the ball, his
big feet thudding over the wood court, before Farag sends
him back to the opposite corner. Out of options, Shorbagy pops a sitter to the front,
91 where Farag flutters his
feet and just narrowly misses the attempt at the front

right nick. Shorbagy pounces on the loose ball, using
his raw power to force Farag back into a long exchange
of strokes up and down the backhand side. The court is
littered with dots of sweat as they exchange drives and
counter-boasts for over a minute. Shorbagy thumps the
ball harder and shorter on the backhand until he has a
clear line to cork his arm up and swing sharply down on
the ball, forcing the second bounce into the floor before
Farag can reach it.
The crowd jumps to their feet, with the 500 fans roaring
to fill the hall. Up 11-10, Shorbagy scores quickly to win
the game by two points, pumping his fist and shouting
“Come on!” while Farag scurries off court, down a game.
In the player’s box, Tayeb huddles over Farag as he
sucks down a bottle of water. He is concerned that he’s
playing too passively in the crucial moments. Farag
comes on court for game two with his cheeks flushed
and a stunned look in his eyes. After losing the first
few points, Farag starts to look tense, even anxious. All
the momentum is with Shorbagy, who maintains steady
possession of the T. Down 6-9, Farag tries to stave off
the tension with more aggressive play. But he goes for
a winner too early, and Shorbagy casually converts the
next two points before walking confidently off court
with a two game lead.
Back in the players’ box with Tayeb standing beside him,
Farag realizes that he’s rushing his drop shots and boasts.
When they don’t result in clean winners, Shorbagy moves
in to attack. Seeing Farag fighting with his own thoughts,
Tayeb steadies him: “You’ve been through this before.
Just remember that you won’t want to have missed another opportunity because you didn’t try harder.”
Farag steps onto the court for game 3. In a matter of
minutes Shorbagy is up 6-2, and looking like he’s about
to win the tournament. With nothing left to lose, Farag
shakes the grip of his own nerves and begins playing
free-flowing squash. He rapidly picks up three consecutive points. During a long rally at 6-6, Shorbagy for
the first time seems to be losing his concentration, his
movement labored. Farag seizes on this opportunity
to assert himself on the T. He moves with a renewed
energy, hitting the ball into all four corners with curious angles and experimental pacing. Breaking away to
10-6, Farag hits a sharp drop shot that Shorbagy doesn’t
run to cover, and Farag walks off the court pumping his
fist towards Tayeb.
Farag barely sits during the break. He bounds back onto
the court early, his black jersey soaked in sweat and a
crazed adrenaline stare in his big, round eyes. Shorbagy
lumbers on and looks tired, as if the toll of the entire
tournament has suddenly settled on his body. In a few
minutes, Farag is up 7-1 and Shorbagy seems to be giving up the game to conserve energy for the decisive 5th.
Farag confidently rattles off winners as he closes it out
11-3, equalizing the match at two games each.
“Don’t focus on the result, Ali, just the process of one
shot at a time,” Tayeb tells Farag during the break. “And
be ready. Shorbagy is going to make a big push.”
Back in the bleachers, Tayeb is hovering over her seat, her
hands shaking on her knees. The crowd is behind Farag,
with shouts of “Ali! Ali! Ali!”
Shorbagy comes out strong, picking up a pair of points
as he wrestles control of the match away from Farag. Using his long stride to glide around the T, Farag extends
the points to send Shorbagy chasing the ball into the
corners. Now energized, Farag ties the game at 3-3 and
a look of exhaustion falls over Shorbagy. After a long,
rhythmic rally, Farag pulls away to 8-6, three points
from the championship. A ragged-looking Shorbagy
lunges heavily to the front right corner, managing a
dropshot winner. On the next point, his powerful backhand drive brings the game even. On Shorbagy’s serve
Farag jumps forward for a high-risk attempt at the nick,
slamming a forehand volley that sends it straight into
the front left seam for a winner. It’s the kind of shot
that Tayeb loves to play, and the audacity and execution
stuns Shorbagy. Then Farag lures him into the front left
corner with a drop shot before pouncing on the response
with a winner far out of Shorbagy’s reach.
In the stands, Tayeb is moving her feet in time to each of
Farag’s strokes. When the ref calls the match for Farag,
she is there to meet him coming off the court. As the
crowd showers them in cheers, the two embrace and
tears fill Farag’s eyes. Images from the past 20 years flash
through his mind. For a split second he sees himself as a
boy practicing at the club with Tayeb in Cairo. He then
snaps back to the present moment, where the dream of
being number one is now a reality.

Founded in 1930, the
Tournament of Champions is the oldest pro
squash tournament
in the world. For the
past 22 years, the ToC
has been played here
in Vanderbilt Hall, in
Grand Central Station.
In 2016, the event became one of the first to
offer equal prize money
across the men’s and
women’s divisions.
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